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iuld join them except by election. At Magdalen, undergradu-
es could join any society they wished, without election, and
ey therefore shared each other's interests more readily. A
*iter in  the spring number of Oxford, 1936, recalled this
pect of the Prince's life in the University, and added:   "It
well to have this picture in mind, otherwise to say that His
ajesty took a full part in the general social life of the College
mid not mean as much as it actually did."
Oxford accepted the royal undergraduate without fuss and
rprise, but tourists gaped at him and guides showed them
e   windows   of  his   rooms   in  the  cloisters.  The   "frozen
isic"   of  Magdalen's   lovely   tower  became   a   secondary
raction when Americans were able to look across the cool
jen lawn towards the old wall behind which the heir to the
•one was studying, or practising his banjo. When the guide
s able to lure them away to the quiet of Addison's Walk
I to the rails of the deer park, he completed their delight
telling them that the park had been fenced off and stocked
that the Prince could enjoy a little stalking before breakfast.
)ne of the Prince's contemporaries at Oxford wrote in The
nes:
"We found that he was in no way different from any
other undergraduate, except that he looked rather more
youthful than most. . . . Oxford took, perhaps, a fort-
night before it settled down entirely and got over the
novelty of having a Prince of Wales going in and coining
out daily. There were tiresome photographers and re-
porters, and a tendency for crowds to collect at likely
places for him to pass. But his fellow-undergraduates did
not take long to learn the necessary lesson. Members of
Balliol signified their opinion of an inquisitive crowd by
pouring water from the upper windows on their heads.
"Everything was made easy for him to take an immed-
iate place in college life and interests. And he plunged
at once into an almost bewildering catholicity of interests
and amusements. He was entertained and gave entertain-
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